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Seasons of Change
As we prepare to embrace the new fall season, Mississauga Home & Design Centre
invites you to meet the stylemakers who can help make your home decorating dreams a reality.
Whether you’re making over a room or adding

from hand knotted rugs and custom mantles that

to an existing look, we hope these pages give you

can literally transform a room, to quick and

inspiration and confidence about making the right

affordable pick-me-ups like new linens, throw

choices for your home. We begin with a fresh take

pillows, and pottery.

on tradition – three elegantly appointed furniture
groupings that set the mood with ambient warmth
and enduring good looks.
Next, we turn our attention to the art of picture
hanging, (see page six) with four easy tips to help
make your walls picture perfect. Occasional chairs
and new seating arrangements are often a springboard to discovering new decorating directions,
so we also invite you to peruse our collection of
custom and European inspired furniture. You’ll find

GO FROM ORDINARY TO EXTRAORDINARY AT KINSELLA INTERIORS
Discover… style… design… colour…
the right combination of furniture and accessories…
KINSELLA INTERIORS can assist you in showing off your good taste!

designs that interpret your personal style be it modern,

Of course our fall line-up wouldn’t be complete

classic, formal or relaxed. And if contemporary is

without mentioning the new arrivals now in store

your decorating preference, consider the impact of

at Mississauga Home & Design Centre. Look for

the striking Luna bedroom ensemble featured on

worldly sophistication in elegant bedroom and dining

our front cover and now available at Heidecker

room groupings by Lane and Mayfair, as well as a

Interiors.

stunning selection of imported sinks and tubs for

Worried about choosing the right palette for

905.820.7409

the ultimate bathroom.

your home? The solution resides on page 12 with

And lastly, who better to write an article about fall

Benjamin Moore’s convenient new mini paint jar

gardening that the host of HGTV’s One Garden

samplers that let you test colour without commitment.

Two Looks? Denis Flanagan takes us through the

Or, if you’re content with the colour of your walls,

do’s and don’ts of preparing for the long winter

but still want to add drama to a room, check out

months ahead.

the accent pieces featured throughout this issue,
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FASHIONABLE
COMFORTABLE
AFFORDABLE
A REFLECTION OF YOUR GOOD TASTE
Discover elegant framed mirrors, glass tables, and decorative
accessories to bring years of beauty to your living space.
Also specializing in custom closet organizers, showers and mirrors.

905.820.9646
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Designer furnishings
and accessories
from Canada and
around-the-world.

Two locations in Mississauga to serve you:
2575 Dundas St. W.
1911 Dundas St. E.
905.820.1905
905.602.8905
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Displaying Artwork Artfully
Here are some basic guidelines to help you get the hang of
displaying your favourite artwork and photos:

1. Hang artwork at eye level

3. Groupings create interest

Take your cue from the galleries and hang art with

Creating an attractive grouping is all a matter of

the center of the picture at eye level. If the work

balance. For example, four small pictures to the

will be viewed standing, in a hallway for example,

left of a large picture can be balanced with two

that level would be approximately 5’ above the

medium sized pictures on the right. Common ele-

floor. However, if the piece will be viewed seated,

ments such as a repeated motif, or all pieces being

hang it at the sitter’s eye level. As a general rule, art

done by the same artist, will help unify a grouping.

should be placed no more than 8” to 10” above the

Whether you are displaying a collection of various

back of a couch or console.

shapes and sizes, or a symmetrical grid of equal

2. Get the big and small picture

Before committing your design (and holes!) to the
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sized frames, plan on about 3” between each piece.

A large piece of art, beautifully framed, is often the
focal point of a room. For greatest impact, hang it

wall, rehearse your arrangement on the floor.

on a feature wall, over a couch or fireplace, or

4. Consider scale and weight

behind your dining room set. To ensure smaller

Oversized furniture calls for stronger artwork to

pieces don’t get lost, anchor them by hanging

achieve harmony. For visual weight, consider a group-

them closer and lower to furniture. Matching

ing of 2 or 3 bold prints. Create a “window effect”

mattes and frames will also help unify several

in small spaces such as a galley kitchen or landing

small pieces of art.

with a grouping of 4 to 8 tightly spaced and evenly

Bring beauty into your home with original artwork by Canadian artists.
Browse our friendly gallery for exquisite works of art by both emerging and
well-known talents, working in a variety of media.We satisfy all tastes and
price ranges and offer award-winning, custom framing service.

arranged pictures fitted with slimmer frames.

WWW.CRESCENTHILL.COM

905.820.2233
VISIT OUR 2 LOCATIONS IN THE MISSISSAUGA HOME & DESIGN CENTRE
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MADE
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CANADA

THE LUNA BEDROOM COLLECTION

THE BEST SEATS IN THE HOUSE!

At Heidecker Interiors you’ll discover a superb selection of European inspired
furniture made right here in Canada.The Luna Bedroom is just one of our many
exciting collections designed to complement the contemporary home.

We offer an outstanding selection of custom made chairs, stools and table sets
all finely crafted to provide years of lasting beauty.
Choose from a wide range of fabrics, finishes and styles to suit
your individual home décor needs.

905.828.6570

905.607.4646

www.heideckerinteriors.com

www.thechairking.ca
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ESCAPE FROM THE ORDINARY
Surround yourself with exotic elements from faraway places.
Enjoy the natural beauty of wicker and rattan all through your home
in designs that range from formal to casual and regal to relaxed.
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Your search for beautiful European furniture is over!
Explore our exclusive collection of fine living room and dining room sets
in your choice of leather or fabric seating, and wood or metal finishes.
From classic to modern, formal to casual, discover the Bogart difference!

Mississauga Home & Design Centre

905.607.2959
www.pacificpassage.ca
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MISSISSAUGA HOME & DESIGN CENTRE

FURNITURE & DÉCOR

905.828.1533
2988 BRISTOL CIRCLE, OAKVILLE

905.829.0088
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CONVENIENT
NEW 2 OZ.
COLOUR TESTERS

Help you
make the right
colour choice!

DO YOU CHERISH YOUR HOME?
Come and create an exciting look for your home with a
wide selection of hand knotted and machine woven rugs
from traditional to transitional and modern designs.

Custom orders, rug cleaning, broadloom, stair & hallway runners.

905.607.1468
MISSISSAUGA HOME & DESIGN CENTRE

905.607.7966
12

www.bengalrugs.com
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Home Economics

Saving energy all through your home
Insulating your attic is one of the more cost effective
ways to make your home more comfortable year
round. If your ducts are not insulated, you can
lose up to 60% of heated air before it ever reaches
the register! Check ducts for sections that have
separated or have holes.
Turning your computer on and off - as often as
needed - conserves more energy than leaving it
idle on sleep mode. Switch off your TV and video
player when not in use. “Standby” can use as
much as 10% to 60% of the electricity that would
be used by the equipment if it were switched on.
Thinking ahead to shorter days and cooler
temperatures, here are some tips to help you use
energy more efficiently and save money at the
same time:
Test your home for hidden air leaks. On a windy day,
hold a lit incense stick near common sources of air
leaks (e.g. doors and window frames, ducts, furnace
flues, electrical outlets and switches). If the smoke
travels horizontally, you have found an air leak that
may need caulking, sealing or weather stripping.
Close curtains and shades at night and open them
during the day. Take care not to drape curtains over
radiators as this can funnel heat out of the windows.

Save electricity in your home office by plugging
computer components into a power bar that can
be shut off when printers etc. are not in use.
Use energy-saving light bulbs and remember to
turn lights off when you leave a room. Dimmer
switches add ambiance and save energy throughout
the house. External lights, fitted with a motion
sensor, also conserve energy.
During the winter, Ontario’s peak time for electricity
consumption is generally between 4 pm and 9 pm.
For the environment’s sake, try doing tasks such
as running the dishwasher in hours of lower
demand, 9 pm to 7 am.

INSPIRED BY THE WORLD. CRAFTED BY LANE.
Introducing the National Geographic Home Collection, exclusive to
Veronica’s Interiors.This exotic collection brings a worldly sense of sophistication
along with the spirit of adventure to any living space.
Pictured here:The West Indies Bedroom - 10% off during September!

905.828.1758
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Your Linen
Superstore!
Featuring quality bedding
from around the world
at warehouse prices!
3

Wide choice of
metal beds and
Kingsdown mattresses.
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DEFINE YOUR STYLE AT BB’S
At bb’s, we believe decorating should be fun! Our vast selection of home décor
products is sure to inspire and our experienced sales consultants are trained to help
with the most challenging of decorating projects.

905.828.2022
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www.bbbargoons.com

WWW.DEBLINS.COM

bb@home - 1.800.665.9227

905.820.1509
17
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G-202 wall mounted
glass ensemble with
blue wave design. Available
exclusively at Tubs.
www.tubs.com

IGNITE YOUR SENSES!
Gas Fireplaces: Comfort, convenience and soothing heat.
Electric Fireplaces: Instant ambiance with or without heat.
Fireplace Accessories: Screens, tool sets, glass doors, custom mantles.
Home Décor: Clocks, mirrors, furnishings, mailboxes, house numbers.

Mississauga
2575 Dundas St W
905.608.8827
18

North York
4544 Dufferin St
416.665.8787

Scarborough
1399 Kennedy Rd
416.750.2414

Etobicoke
80 The East Mall
Opening Soon

905.828.8880
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Fall Gardening Tips
by Denis Flanagan

The next few weeks are the ideal time to revive your garden. Many of our lawns and flower gardens are
looking quite the worse for wear after a record breaking hot dry summer. Cooler weather in September
and October provides not only nicer conditions for us to be working in the garden, but is the ideal time
to complete many projects. Here are some suggestions:
Lawns: Top dress by lightly spreading 1/4” thick layer
of quality weed free top soil over the surface, followed
by a liberal sprinkling of grass seed. Keep the mix
moist and you should see results in 10-14 days.
Perennials: Prune out any damaged leaves or
flowers and put them in the compost. Apply a layer
of mulch for winter protection. Note that major
pruning should not be done until next spring.
Shrubs: Now is the perfect time for moving or
planting new shrubs. Consider adding fall colour
with burning bushes or viburnums.

Find wall-to-wall furniture that will take your breath away
featuring exclusive collections from Broyhill, Pennsylvania House, Hooker,
American Drew, Schnadig, AICO, Pulaski and more.
From old world elegance to modern day flair, you’re sure to be inspired.
Pictured here, Forties inspired Mayfair Collection.

905.820.4111

After that, all that’s left is to find a comfy chair for the
winter and use your green thumb to turn the pages
of the latest batch of seed and flower catalogues!

Bulbs: Garden centres are now stocked with fresh
bulbs which need to be planted in the warm soil of
autumn in order to provide a glorious colour display next spring.
Containers: Many seasonal displays are looking
worn out. Try replacing them with fresh fall
colours of asters, kale and ornamental grasses.
Tropicals: If you are bringing any frost sensitive
plants indoors, do so before the end of September.
Be sure to wash them first with a solution of insecticidal soap.
Summer Bulbs: Flowers such as dahlias and canna
lilies should be lifted, dried and stored in a cool,
but frost free spot like an unfinished basement.
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Winterizing your Garden: When temperatures
really begin to drop in early November, begin
winterizing by mounding soil up around the base
of roses. Protect sensitive plants like rhododendrons
and dwarf evergreens with burlap, and mulch shrub
beds with bark chips to protect their roots.

Denis Flanagan is host of “One Garden Two Looks” on
HGTV and a Manager at Landscape Ontario representing
2,000 companies dedicated to keeping Ontario green.
www.landscapeontario.com.
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Bring Home Value
With These Money Saving Offers

Hot off the grill...
great tastes from
the land and sea
to satisfy all
your cravings!
Join us Mondays for
All-You-Can-Eat Riblings
Only $10.99

MISSISSAUGA HOME & DESIGN CENTRE

905.569.9733
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▼

TONY
ROMA’S

HEIDECKER
INTERIORS

2 for 1 Dinner

Free Delivery

Receive 1 free dinner
entrée when you purchase
a 2nd entrée of equal or
lesser value.
Maximum $15.00

Receive free furniture
delivery (up to $120 value) with
your purchase of $1,000 or more.

Offer valid with coupon Sunday to Thursday only.
One coupon per table. Not valid with any other offer
or promotion. Expires October 31, 2005.
Mississauga Home & Design Centre location.

With coupon. Offer expires October 31, 2005.
Mississauga Home & Design Centre

HEARTH
MANOR

STERLING HOUSE
INTERIORS

Free Gift

Save $400

Receive a free gift with the purchase
and installation of a gas or electric
fireplace over $1,000

Pay only $1,199 for a 5 piece
Jaclyn Smith dinette when you
present this coupon.
Regularly $1,599

With coupon. Offer valid on regular price Fireplaces only.
While gift quantities last. Offer expires October 31, 2005.
Mississauga Home & Design Centre

With coupon. Offer expires September 30, 2005.
Mississauga Home & Design Centre
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